
KRISHNAGAR ACADEMY 

CLASS –IV       SUBJECT: ENGLISH LANGUAGE (PAPER-1) 

TOPIC: NOUNS (CHAPTER-3) 

 SOLVED EXERCISES 

 

A. Here are some common nouns. Give two proper nouns for each of them. 

1. books :                          Treasure Island    The Tale of Peter Rabbit 

2. cartoon characters :          Chota Bheem       Doraemon 

3. animals :                                Tiger        Elephant 

4. planets  :                                    Earth   Jupiter 

5. writers :                                Ruskin Bond   Charles Dickens 

6. states :                                    West Bengal      Orissa 

7. oceans :                                 Atlantic Ocean    Pacific Ocean 

8. mountains :                             Kanchanjunga          Nanda Devi 

 

B. Rewrite these sentences using capital letters where required : 

1. Sanjay and rajesh went to see a film on sunday. 

Answer: Sanjay and Rajesh went to see a film on Sunday. 

2. mohan’s father bought a toy car for him from a toy shop. 

Answer: Mohan’s father bought a toy car for him from a toy shop. 

3. at the annual function , the boys and girls danced to the music of a r rehman. 

Answer: At the Annual Function, the boys and girls danced to the music of 

A R Rehman. 

4. for the birthday party , seven large pizzas were purchased from the olive 

pizza shop. 

Answer: For the birthday party, seven large pizzas were purchased from the 

Olive Pizza Shop. 

5. virat kohli and rohit sharma batted very well at eden gardens. 

Answer: Virat Kohli and Rohit Sharma batted very well at Eden Gardens. 

6. aunt anu and uncle amit bought a gift for radha from the bookworm shop. 

Answer: Aunt Anu and Uncle Amit bought a gift for Radha from the 

Bookworm Shop. 

7. st Andrews school , patna , took their students to singapore. 

Answer: St Andrews School, Patna, took their students to Singapore. 

 



8. ruskin bond read poems and stories from their books to the children at one of 

the book stores. 

Answer: Ruskin Bond read poems and stories from their books to the 

children at one of the book stores. 

 

 Homework 

 

Q. Here are some common nouns. Give two proper nouns for each of them. 

1)  cricketers       :   ________________             ______________ 

2) rivers              :    ________________              ______________ 

3)  newspapers    :   _________________            _______________ 

4) buildings         :   _________________           ________________ 

5) countries          : __________________           ________________ 

6) languages        :   __________________          ________________ 

 

------------------------------- 


